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1942.

I  The political and military background to the operations in Tunisia.

iill military operations must be. considered in the light of the
general political and military situation if lessons are to be readily learnt
and the strategy of the Gax.ianders is to be understood,
particularly applicable to the Tunisian campaign, which must be studied

in relation to the operations of Rommel and to the general^political
situation in 1942.

This principle is

The situation nay be briefly described as follows;
and Italian Panzer Armies had pushed forv/ard in  , the Summer of 1942 to
positions near.El Alaaein, v/here they constituted a grave menace to the
British in the Middle East.

the Genn

In Southern Russia, German tanks had pene

an

trated
deep into the Caucasus and were thus virtually in  a position to threaten
the Middle East from its other flanlc. England a.nd itoerica had, in the
Summer of 1942, given an undertaking to Russia that they would open a
Second Front.

In Europe, Germany's only Ally worthy of the name was Mussolini's

One 'must specify "Mussolini's" for only this man was keeping Italy
The Italiar conquest of i^bysinnia and participation in the

Spanish Civil War had been a useful practical outlet for Fascist ideology,
but had weakened the Nation militarily and had also led to its political
isolation,

politics,
and the Reman Catholic clergy distrusted Fascism, and Mussolini's position
v/as gravely weaJeened by mishaps in Libya, a colony very dear to Italy's
heart, ard which had originally been acquired at the cost of heavy sacrifices.

Italy,
in the war.

These events had inevitable repercussions in Italian internal

The Officers Corps, deepljr involved with international finance

As regards armament,
the Air Force were a.dequately equipped to meet the demands of modern
warfare.

neither the ItaJian Navy, nor the iir

Thanks to the development of certain speciaJ.ized equipmen

rny, nor

t, and

to skillful propaganda, an image ef Italy's military strength had been
built up, which did not however long outlive the opening of hostilities.
The inadequacy of military preparations ajid the inefficiency of the majority
of the Italian Officers soon become evident.

In spite of this, Geriiiany, ha.ving succeeded in bringing Italy into
the War, could not afford to relinquish her support in the Mediterranean,
since the- Italian North iifrican colonies offered excellent opportunities
as a base for a drive against the Middle East,
intention of trying to knock Italy out of the war in order to start a

Second Front in Southern Europe was well known, and it v/as at all costs

essential for us to hold on to Southern Europe to give us time to prepare
our defences against the final onsla^ught.

In addition, England's

II Axis preparations.

As ec.rly as June 1942, preparations were begun by ourselves and by
the Italians to occupy the French Mediterranean coast in the event .of a

landing in Southern Prance, and to defend it against Anglo-American attacks,
in co-operation with French troops.

In connection with these preparations,consideration was also given
to the fulfilment of -the old Italian dream of occupying Tunis and Biserta,
which, by the use of the short sea route between Sicily and Tunis, would
enable us to reduce the threat to oui- Africa-bound shipping. The fact
that Tunisia has a very large Italian population also played, a not inconsid
erable part in these deliberations.

/Fran
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Pron July 1942, both 0.1i.Yf. and the Italian Coiomando Supremo were
aware through .agent' s-reports that the Allies -were preparing, a landing in

'  ■ Africa- and'possibly also in Southern Europe. The ItcJians vi/ere mainly
of,ra.id cf a.landing in Tunis or Tripoli, which would have cut off the
retreat of Rommel's forces in Egypt,

jiis date :a3 .October. 18th, 1942, the High Coniraand believed that,
the Allies, .intended to land at Dalcar, while landings at Algiers or
Tunis seemed unlikely.

,  The defence of the French West and North'^Yifestern iifrican

Colonies..was considered as the task of the French,' and the French demands
for material, assistance in the most t lire at ened ..areas of West Africa

.  Viere therefore, regarded syrapathetically by Germany,

In reality however, Husolini's opinion that the will to resist
of the French should; not .be• over-estimated proved to be correct. He
foresaw that when the long-awaited landing took place, the English would
remain in the background, the Aiiericans assuraing the leadership and

.  , responsibility in-the ■ operation, and that Vichy v/ould not want to spoil
", , it's rel'ati.'ons with the United States. '

F-.

These.views held by Mussolini did not altogether correspond
with.those of O.K.W. j v/ho took it for granted that in order to maintain
their Colonial Empire, the French would co-operate with the Axis powers,

I In the main, pi^parations ̂ .-or ah Axis occupation of Tunisia
had not, by the end. of October, 1942, gone beyond the discussion stage,
although the Italians were holding■small forces in readiness in Libya,

The Allied Landing.

On November 6th, 1942, a total,of some 62 ships were reported
He expected a

landing to tokie place in North Africa West of Philippeville, - and therefore
' out of range of our fighters,
the raaxiinum success against the convoy, - he eoipected that a partial
landing could still be carried out.

Ill

at Gibraltar. Mussolini judged the situation correctly.

Even if our Air Force omd U-boats achieved

The idea of using heavy Italian naval units w/as not pursued,
as, in the view of the Italian Naval Command, the Italian Fleet could not
hope to master the numerically equal British fleet,
have been a heroic gesture, but one involving heavy sacrifices and where
only result would be to increase the difficulties in carrying supplies to
the African Front,

Its employiaent would

This point of view was shared by the German Naval authorities in
The contrary opinion was held by the Naval Yfar Staff (Seelcriegsleitung) ,

who believed that the use -of heavy naval units might well have a decisive
influence in cutting the flow of supplies to the Allies in Africa,
this theory v/as never implemented.

Itaay.

but

In the night of November 7th -.Sth, landings were carried out at
Casablanca, Port Lyautey, Oran and Algiers and were everyv^/here met with
local French resistance,

and fighting continued on land.
The landings could only be partly hindered.

It was now a certainty that mobile enemy forces would advsince
towards Tunis and Tripoli,
would create an adr base in North Africa .vi/hich would enable them to attain
the same air supremacy in the T/estern Mediterjoanean as they had from Egyptian

It was equally cleatr that the Anglo-jlnierican^

/bases
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bases in England in North-Yifest Europe,
further difficulties

This would inevitably lead to
in maintaining coj.ununications between Italy and xifrica

and would thus place Ronrael's army in a dangerous position.

It was therefore essential to counter the xillied invasion of

North Africa by a similar l.anding at Tunis, vi/here the terrain offered
favourable possibilities of halting the iJlied advance along the Mediterranean
coast. In the event of the French proving co-operative, the undertaking
could be regarded as being for their support; should they prove unfriendly,
it could bo considered as a measure made necessa.ry for our self preservation.
Tunis was particularly important as an air base.

It had been settled that the French v/ould put up genuine
resistance, and we therefore expected that at the most, they would do
nothing to hinder our operations and might even assist us to some extent.
It was necessary to build up in Tunisia a base sufficiently advanced to
enable^light forces to attack the Allies in the vicinity of Algiers.
ne^'i bridgehead had to be established and maintained in a race for time
against the expected Allied advarlce from /ilgerie..

The C.-in-C. Southern Area therefore decided on November 8th to
send a small staff to Tunisia, caonra-nded by Hauptmann (Captain) Schuermeyer,
as representative of the Fuehrer and the Duce to superintend preparations
for the landing of German Air Force units on Tunisian and possibly also
Algerian airfields.

This

on

On November 9th, the French Goverrcr.ent placed the Tunisian bases
at the disposal of the Axis, and fran then onwards our aircraft were able
to operate fr'Om Africa bases against the Anglo-Iimerican invasion troops.

Two days later, on November 11th, Genoan troops occupied Southern
The attitude of the French Goverment in all this was not very

cleaor. The official stoiy was that Adiniral Dairlan was in the power aP the
Allios and that he would use his name to launch an appeal to the French
Amy and population

Frarice.

N'O-one could suspect the treachery that was to follov;.

As a result of the arrangements made between Hauptmann Schuermeyer
and the local authorities, fighter units with their ground crews and Flalc
units were dispatched to Tunisia to take part in the fight against the enemy
in xllgeria.

IV xlppreciation of the terrain.

From the geographical data available to the High Gonmand in the
Auturan of 1942, the following picture had been formed: The Northern half of
Tunisia is mainly wooded with the exception of a range of low mountains
running towards Biskra in a North-west - South Easterly direction.
The vallies present no difficulties and even off the roads motorized columns
can move without difficulty except after heavy raiiafall.

Thanks to a vi/ell constructed road network the mountains
obstacle to an advance from TYest to East. With the exception of the Bay
of Tabarka, the Northern Coast of Tunisia is unsuitable for landing
operations due to the steepness of the cliffs.

It v/as necessary to block and guard the roads and passes North of
a line running fran Bone to Gabes via Souk Ahras, Tebessa, Metlaoui and Kebili,
in oi'der to secure Biserta and its ax^proaches from enemy attack. From the
very beginning this defensive line
Westward drive by our troops,
offensive were o-s follows:

are no

was regcnded as a preparation for a
The geographical conditions for the proposed

/i'rench
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French North Africa is traversed fro..: East to ¥est by t:70
mountain chains, separated by tableland, and bordered in tho North by
the Mediterranean and in the South by the Sahara. The Northern mountain
range runs from^Spanish Morocco, where it is knovm as the Riff, to the
vicinity of Tunis. Its altitude graduates from about 2400 metres in the
West to 1200 metres in the East.

Tho Southern range, knovm as the iitlas Mountains, begins on the
tlantic coast near Agadir and merges in the Northern range near Tunis.

.  The tableland between the two chains is about 4OO-5OO tan wide on tho
,  iitlantic coast, but narrows towards its Eastern boundaries.

The Sahara South of the Atlas Mountains is on the v/hole not
sandy, but hard and rocky, and can be crossed by motorised
can also most of the tableland between the mountain

COlunns, as
ranges.

Road coixiunications in French North Africa are excellent, and
the nover.ient of motorised vehicles is alr.'iost always possible, although
often dangerous in the many narrow defi.les. Mountain troops
necessary for operations in the coastal

are

areas.

The Tripolitanian frontier can be effectively closed in two
Either in the Marethplaces. .  area to a width of 3O-4O km. between the

sea and the i/Iatmatas in the old peace-time fortifications, or North of
Gabes between Schott El PeddaclJ and the coast (it may be noted here
that in February 1943, the Schott El Fcdjadj proved to be dry
therefore passable for motor vehicles.)

and v/as

Bearing these conditions.  in mind, and in pursuance of
intention not only to defend the Tunis-Biserta bridgehead but
to launch an attack against the invaders,
of forces was proposed:

our

also

the following disposition

Northern Sector.- — Infantry, (Mountain troops) , and motorised columns,
for offens.ive operations .in the Algerian mountains and along the
coast, for the purpose of extending our ovm and reducing the enemy's
coastal base.

Central Sector. ' Tanks and motorised units
land between the two mountain ranges.

to operate on the table-

Southern Sector.-  - „ — Eight and motorised units in the vicinity of the
Atlas Mountains, to defend our Southern flaitik and to encircle the
whenever possible.

,  . - enemy

,  , regards the offensive itself, the plan was to
.Launch a number of spearhead adva.nces in various easily defended sectors
in which halts could be icade froi
supplies to be brought up.

time to time for reinforcements and

Our ultmiate air.i v/as to advance towards Morroco and the . “
coast. This could only be achieved if the supply problem could be
solved. The opinion prevailed that the lengthening of our lines of
coLimunication could be countered by the use of Siebel ferries and tank
Landing craft.

•i^tLantic

The alternative cou.rse of action was to confine ourselves to
defending the Tunisian bridgehead. Willle this could be achieved with les
men than were requrii-ed for the offensive operation, it was believed
that_It T/ould almost certainly result in the rapid encirclement of the-
Italian mainltind and consequently to the loss of our principal air base
in the Mediterranean to the Anglo-Americans.

A.
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V The Defence of the Bridgehead.

a» Energy activity

The tonnage landed by the eneuy on the North j^frican coast was
Allowing between 14-15 B. R,T. per mnj

to include equip^uent, a:.a.iunition and food, the initial strength of the
Allies had to be reckoned at between and 3 Divisions.

Up to hoveaber 24th, a total of some 301 troop-transports and
freighters had passed through the Straits of Gibraltar on their v/ay to the
African coast, escorted by 238 naval vessels of various types. On the basis
¥/T interception we T/ere <able to establish that the eneny force comprised
five American Divisions, (lst and 2nd Armoured Divisions, and 1st, 3rd
and 9th Infantry Divisons, and betv/een one and two British Divisions,
(elements of the 4th and 56th Divisons.)

estl'.iatod at about 700,000 B. R. T.

of

The Anglo-ii.nerica.n supply bases v/ere located on the coast of
Morocco and v/ere therefore out of the range of our Air Force. Supplies
had ̂ to be brought up by the single-track railvi/ay line via Casablanca - Fez -
Igiers - Tunis. If civilian traffic v/as cut by SQ'o, supplies for between
three and four divisions could be transported by rail.

Ji

The French Tunisian Divison under General Barre, which had left
Tunis on November 12th with orders to resist the Allies, soon shoived itself
to be hostile to the Germans, and the French Commandant of Biserta, a loyal
supporter of the Vichy Government, decla^red that he ha.d no more control over
the Tunisian troops.

On November 16th the eneny began the advance towards Tunisia in
One headed tov/ards Tabarka, another towards Souk El Aras via

Souk Ahras, while the third advanced in the direction of Tebessa.

The intention of the enemy was clear - to cut off the Air Forces in
Tunisia from these in Libya. The possibility of making a sv/ift drive on Tunis
and Biserta in the first few days after the landing was not seized by
eneuy. Until November 19th, enemy reconnaissance extended only as far as
a line running betwreen ubiod ~ Beja - Lekef - Tebessa, where he was preparing
to attack. Mrether this delay was due to supply difficulties or to the
desire of the A13.ied High Corxiand to ensure maxiiau.-i security, by means of the
greatest possible numerical superiority before launching the attack is a
question that can even no\7 not be answered wdth reasonable certainty.

On November 25th, an enemy a.ttack supported by strong armoured
forces was launched in the direction of Medjez. The bridgehead held, but the
enejiiy continued an encircling movement on both flanks, which was hovirever
stopped after our b^st tank reserves had been tbrovm in.

three columns.

-LI

one

A second tank column advancing from Beja tov/ards Mateur branched
off Eastwards at Station Sant Nsir, reached Djedeida airfield in the late

afternoon, and destroyed a number of aircraft and damaged our ground
installation. In the Southern sector, no enemy forces wrere sighted.

About 50 enemy tanks broke through North of Medjez El Bab.
General Nehring decided to retreat to a defence line running between
Abiod - i/iateur - Djedeida - Saint Cyprin - Quirin - Hami-ianlif. The situation
was critical. To block the enemy advance all available forces had to be

ei.iployed. All roads leading to Tunis were guarded in a semi-circular
defensive belt, but in view of the width of the terrain individual penetrations
were unavoidable.

However, the situation was relieved by the Air Force. Continuous
Stuka attacks forced the enemy back and resulted in the destruction of

18 tanks. On the roads to Tunis no eneny traffic was observed.

/On
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On the basis of reconnaissance of airfields nd of the scale

of enemy effort over the front, the operational strength of the enemy in
the air v/as estimated at 50 fighters,. 20 T.E. bombers, a.nd a number of

4-engined bombers, (up to 12 had been observed operating simultaneously).
On thirteen Algerian airfields approximately 600 aircraft had been ''
sighted.

CL

Neither in the air nor on land had the enemy operated in great
strength.

The Ei’ench in North AfriccO had responded to Darlan's appeal.
Their total strength of about 76,000 men had to be added to that of the
Anglo-American forces. Our rail communications between Tunis and the

South were also disrupted by attacks ma,de by G^aullist troops.

During November and December the enemy v/as testing our

defences on the entire length of the front to discover any weak points.

In November some 142 aircraft were believed to be stationed

on Ivlalta of -which 102 S.E. , 35 1*E. and 5 torpedo carrying aircraft.
Photogra-phic reconnaissance B.nd interijretation had revealed the existence

of 281 blast bays for aircraft, and 80 dispersal areas without s'plinter
protection. The blast bays were so constructed that only direct hits
could be successful. Underground dispersal sites i/cre ava.ila,ble at

Venetia with space for about 60 aircraft. By December 14th the nui'iiber
of aircraft on the island had risen to 226, of -which 126 fighters, and
100 bombers.

Concentrated attacks aga'inst iialta with the co-operation of

the Italian j^ir Force had to be disco-ntinued due to lock of the

necessary effectives, and tho enemy wa.s therefore a-blc to r^iake undisturbed
use of this base. Bombers and torpedo bombers specially equipped for
shipping search operated from kalta against Axis sea traffic in the
Mediterranean.

Axis activityb.

On November 12th, the Tunisian br-idgehead v/as reinforced by
the formation of a new Army Command under General Nehring (90th Array Corps).
The first task wras to send out reconnaissance patrols as far Yfestwards as

the line Bone - Tebessa - Gafsa - Kebili to block all road cross-ings and
to maintain contact with the Tunisian Division,

bridgehead was extended Southwards, Gabes being occuTxied by our tro.ops
without resistance.

ubsequently, theO

After the first allied drive towards Tunis had been repulsed
at the end of November, the C.-in-G. Southern Area ordered the iianediate

resumption of mobile operations from the bridgehead. By the mining of
roads and railway tracks, and by attacks on shipping, the Allies vrere to

be prevented from bringing up fresh effectives, and air supremey v;as to
be attained by the annihilation of the still very weak enemy Air Forces.

On November 28th we succeeded in advancing 14 km. South of

The newly captured ground v/as unsuitable for tanks and could

In addition, it
Mat eur.

therefore be defended with infantry and artillery,
provided a useful base for a flanking attack against any oneiay advance
■fcow<?.rds the bridgehead.

On December 1st, the 90th Army Corps with 65 tanks, including
2 ’Tigers' , gained ground in the vicinity of Tobourba, and. captured,
59 enemy tanks and 13 armoiired patrol cars bovng destroyed, and 862
prisoners taken. The attack was supported by 32 bonberS and 35 Stukas
of the Germa.n Air Force. Results against tank concentrations and motorised
coluiuns in the Tebourba area ?/ere excellent, particularly, as road congestion
had led to the enemy forces being mssed in one area.

Ahus
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Thus the first ener.iy offensive was routed, but the course of
operations had plainly brought out the many defects and deficiencies
our side. The forces at our disposal were numerically inadequate and
insufficiently nobile. The Lack of coa.iunications also complicated the
task of the High Conmarnd.

on

were

In recent engagements the strength of our serviceable tanks had
fallen from 63 tanks and 3 Tigers to 25 tanks and  3 Tigers. On November 29th
the C.-in-C. Southern .-rca estimated that in spite of this grave weakening
of our forces, the task could be completed and fresh territory conquered
prov?.ded that difficulties in bringing up supplies and providing air support
could be overcome.

Nevertheless, apart from local G-ernan advances in the days
following December 9th South West of Tebourba and in the direction of Gafsa
there was a general slackening in the tempo of operations. 

^

conditions rendered impossible all activity except
even this produced very unsatisfactory results.

Bad vreather

reconnaissance,' and .

The very limited unloading facilities in the harbours of Tunis,
Biserta and Sousse mde it impossible to speed up the pace of Geri'.ian offen
sive operations. Air raid warnings by Preya frequently caiae too late,
only one station being available in Biserta and virhich worked tov/ards the
Nest , xThoreas the attacks were generally launched from Malta. This led to
panic and the dockyard workers frequently deserted their 'work.

On December 12th French forces in Tunis, Bisorta, Sousse and Sfax
were disarr.ied by troops of_ the newly formed 5th Army Coumand under Colonel
General Von Arnim. No resistance was offered after an ultimatwa had been
delivered demanding the surrender of the warships and fortifications
undestroyed, with the alternative of death.

The French forces v/ere to have bee'n disarmed on November 27th, but
this could^not be effected at that time due to the inadequacy of our forces.
Adiairal Y/eichhold T/ho had bee'o entrusted by the C.-in-C. Southern Area v/itb
the conduct of the operation, therefore. £issured hiinself only of the loyalty
of the French Con.iander-in-Chief. Instructions had been given to fire upon
the French naval units should they attempt to leave Tunis and Biserta.

The smooth execution of the task was greatly facilitated by the
activities of Minister Hahn and his age'nts, and by Hahn's personal influence
on Actoiral Esteva, the French Resident-General in Tunis.

The following were captured undamaged in Biserta and Tunis, and
were handed over to the Italian Na-vy:-

3 torpedo boats
2 avisos

3 tugs
3 fishing steai'-iers
1  tanker

1 destroyer
5 freighters
1 nine layer
9 submrines

2 floating cranes.

In addition, the entire dockyard installations and the arsenal
at Perryville were taken over undamaged and \lthout incident.

The supply problemc.

The T/hole position in Tunisia was from the very beginning
depe'ndent on the problem of carrying supplies between Italy and Tunis,
early as the last days of November 1942, the i.iaintenance of our positio'n
depended on 'VThether we could succeed in bringing tanks and hea'vy
across the Straits by sea. In the .vrords of -the Fuehrer,
had to be built and fortified in a race for time against the Allies in
Algeria".

A

guns

The bridgehead

s

/Duilng
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During November, an average of 1500 men v/ith heavy vreapons
was transported daily by air to the Tunisian front.

The enemy recognized the weakness of our supply lines, and
not only sent submarines to operate on our convoy routes, but also
dispatched aircraft from Malta to attack our shipping. During the
night of December 1st-2nd, particularly serve blows were struck. The
tanker 'Geprgio' v/as set on fire by a Malta based aircraft on armed patrol.
In addition, an enemy naval force of 1 cruiser and 5 destroyers attacked
convoy of 4 cargo vessels and 5 destroyers bound from Palermo to Tunis,
Several cargo vessels and 1 Italian destroyer v/ere lost,
established that the enemy naval force v/as engaged on minelaying in the
Sicilian Straits, and came upon our convoy by chance.

Our convoys were continually endangered by the proximity of
light enemy nava.1 forces stationed at Bone. They were able under cover
of darkness to prey on our convoys vvhich, due to our ovm mine belts, had
to sail along a comparatively narrov/ route.

a

It \iras later

Further, the interests of supply and aerial defence v/ere
frequently in conflict. The defence of our ground organisation, the
essential condition f’or the operation of Axis Air Force units necessitated
the allocation of FLak units. These were, however, also needed to defend
the ports of Sousse, Sfax and Gabes, at which supplies for Ronmel's Army
were landed. To relieve rail traffic from Tunis to the South, coastal
traffic with small ships was inaugurated between T\inis and Tripoli.

The ever-increasing strength of the enemy forced us to increase
our reinforcements for the African Theatre, /.s from the middle of December

1942, our requirements were estimated at 60,000 men per month for the
entire African front including Tripolitania.

With a view^ to speeding up rail transport in Italy and increasing
available shipping tonnage, it was decided to confine the carriage of
civilian goods in Italy to transport by coastal shipping. The Italian
Minister of Transport co-operated fully in this project.

Owing to continual shipping losses ,_ the fual position of Rommel's
Field Marshal Kesselringtanks was becoming more and more critical,

therefore ordered that in addition to the regular transiX)rt aircraft, all
available non-operational plr.nes should be used to transport fuel, to
Tripolitania, using jettisonable fuel tanks for this purpose where possible.

To make good our shipping' losses and accelerate the transport
of troo'ps, 0.-in-C. Southern Area proposed the use of fast naval vessels.
The Italian Navy would only supply destroyers for this task, as cruisers
T/ould have in turn required destroyer protection. In the opinion of the
Italians, it was not practicable to employ auxiliary naval ships or
passenger liners. The further proposal that Italian front line submarines
might for a time carry fuel to Africa was never seriously exploited.

On Deoember 15th, the 5th Panzer Array Command issued the following
statement;- "After the end of the rainy season, the enemy can, and v/ill
attack, and our armies in Tunisia w^ill have to go into action. This will
be in 6 - 8 weeks' time. At present, reinforceraents by air are at the rate
of betvyeen 300 and 6OO troops daily".

"Our ships are being sunk either outside the harbour or inside,
by submarine and air attack. The use of the Tunis-Ga.bes rail-way and of
coastal shipping, has, since December 3rd perr.iitted approxima.tely 200/2^0
metric tons of supplies to be conveyed to Rpixiel daily. Since then the
railway has been ali'.X)st entirely put out of action by air attack and sabotage.
Large scale use of road transport betw-een Tunis and Gabes is not possible,

/since
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since nil available trucks are being ei-iployed in the bridgehead
to supply our troops and carry goods fron the harbours,
cannot yet be estir.iated whether sufficient coastal shipping
Tri.ll be available to ensure the carriage of supplies to’Eoonel
once the use of large ships, railways and roads is no loncfer
possible".

It

"A sinilar situation prevails in Tunisia, where
with the present resources it will take several iionths to assemble
the necessary forces".

The inadequacy of the A.A. defences at the Tunisian
ports can be seen by the order issued that all merchant ships
must leave harbour as soon as their unloading v/as completed, the
danger of remaining in harbour being greater than that of putting
to sea. ^

The continual attacks carried out by aircraft and light
naval forces on ports and convoyed routes led to an alarming rise
in the number of ships lying under repair. At the end of
December 1942, the figure .rose to 53^ of all shipping space
available in the Italian

On December ist 1942, 140,000 B.E.T. of shipping
tonnage were available t‘or carrying supplies to Tunisia, \ithin
2 weeks, 26 ships had been severely damaged by air attacks,
the entrance to a number of ports had been mined by British
aircraft.

area.

and

Enemy submarine activity in the Sicilian Straits could
longer be systematically countered, and the German authorities

had the utmost difficulty in persuading Italian ships to put to
sea. The argument that any delay would result in there not being
adequate forces in Tunisia to resist the threatened Allied attack
was of no avail.

no

VI The Libyan GamPaipn.

The safeguarding of Tunisia, appeared to be of greater
importance in the overal framework of our strategy than the
supplying of Tripolitanin.. Hence all available sea and air
transport was devoted to the building up and supplying of the
Tunisian bridgehead.

This policy ptroved very detrimental to the
Army, at this tine on the rexreat and

very hard pressed by the enemy, having been forced by the enemy's
vast material superiority to give up the El Alamein line after
bitter fighting in et.riy November, 1942.

Adjoining territory near SoIIujti, v/here resistance vrould
have been possible had axso to be abandoned, as our forces were
insufficient to build up a composite front. Roimael did, however
succeed in avoiding complete annihilation by retreating towards ’
the T/est, but due to lack of fuel, munitions and vehicles were
unable to deliver counter blov/s on the many occasions v/here this
would have otherwise have been possible.

Tobrulc and Benghazi had to be evacuated. Only in the
Agedabia area at Marsa El Brega could the An.iy form defensive
positions. The enemy also was experiencing supply difficulties
after the long pursuit from Alamein and had been held
and demolitions.

reinforcement of Romr.iel'

up by Liines

/At
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_  _ At the beginning of December, supplies began to
Tunis, Biserta and Gabes, but the port of Tripoli v/as so congested by
Italian evacuati(5n ships that in the opinion of the Italian Navy no
vessels carrying supplies for Romel ̂rould be able to enter for at
least two^T/eeks. A personal message from the Fuehrer to Mussolini
resulted in iiartial alienation of those difficulties.

arrive A/ia

Due to the inadequacy of supplies the enemy could not be
prevented frov. encircling our positions at Marsa El Brega, and Eomnel
was obliged to retreat to nev/ positions at Buerat -yhich was reached on
December 22nd, Optii.iisn prevailed in Italian circles, v/here it was
believed that Buerat could be defended for some time. Supplies vrere
still the ke^^' to tlie T/hole situation.

This optimism was not shared b^r the German authorities.
As early as December I8th, Rorxiel had v/ritten to the C.-in-C. Southern
nrea:- "i^s events to date make it appear unlikely that it v/ill ever
be possibleto furnish adequate supplies to the army in Tripolitania
the^only solution is to make a fighting retreat from position to ^
position toAvards Tunisia. There T/ill then be a possibility of joinine
up with our forces there, and once reserves have been built up of
launching a povrerful attack, either Eastwards ’ ’or Westwards".

"The advantages of forming a line of 'defence in Southern Tun'isia
are numerous. Strongly fortified positions alrG<ady exist at Gabes, and
the iiroximity of the impassable Schott arer makes impossible any
encircling movement by the enemy. These positions can easily be supplied
and are favourable for the operation of light mobile forces.

X  1 ^ A decision was indeed becoming urgently necessary, as approxi-
ma.tely 10,000 Gen.aans and 15,000 Italians were iixiobilised in the
Buerat position.

The assumption that the Schott area round Gabes v/ps impassable
and therefore a good natural defence against enemy encirclement wss
later proved t be false. as the salt marshes wore dried up.

In agi'c-euent Aiith ussolini, vdio in spite of all the internal
political repercussions to be expected in Italy, believed that it
more vital to hold Tunis than Tripoli, the iiiehrer decided
fighting vvithdrav/al to Tunisia, while gaining as

was

on a

iiuch time as possible.

VII Siixiary of Developments in 19A2.

The results of the initial months of the North Fest
campaign may be briefly sui-xiarized as follov/s;

African

In Algeria, the sAidft landing of German troops had prevented
the enemy from occupying Tunisia and cutti'ng off supplies to Rovmel' s
army. Further, the enemy bad neglected the opportunity of making ..
rapid motorised advance in the first few weeks after the Landing'at
tiiie when the Axis forces were still weak. The Allies preferred to
buiH up numerical suprenacy so as to remove any element of uncertainty.
To this end, they concentrated on building up supply facilities in the
Algerian and Moroccan harbours and

a

a

on creating a vast supply organisation.

In the Western Desert, i e enemy had used their material
strength to break through Roimiel's positions at El A lane in, driAn.ng
armies back 1500 ki.i, to a line West of Buerat, They had however not
succeeded in annihilating them, and in relation to the conditions
prevailing on this Front the retreat could be considered as orderly.

our

/The
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The enemy success was due alcost entirely to the fact that our
supply routes were subjected to constant attack by the
Air Forces, and that our supply losses

It was becoming increasingly clear- that future developments on
both sides ■ ould depend largely on the quest! of transport and supplies.
In this campaign, success would go to the side which delivered the most
crushing blows against the others supply routes,  - in other words
to the side having the stronger Navy and ;.ir Force. 'Strength' did not
in this connection denote only purely numerical superiority'^ but also a
variety of other factors, mainly of a political nature and connected with
our Italian -lly. the question of how it came about that our absolute
supremacy in the Mediterranean at the beginning of the campaign had by this
time been lost -will bo treated clsev/hore.

ener.’.y Navy and
therefore heavy.were

V  X, x-. - Pl’Gv^^-^■^■ed as to developments in 1943. It was hoped that
by toe ti:..e the Allied offensive v/as launched, wc should have aliassed sufficient
material to withstand it. The caiapaign had the most far-reaching political
mplications; it was essential to gain as much time as possible in which to
take precautions against all eventualities on the European Mainland.

E-arly 194'5.

Enemy activity.

By the end of December 1942, shir® representing a total tonnaoe
of r.pproxr-iately 2.6 million B.E.T. had landed tr
Nrth Nest africa. This t^tal docs not include ships pa
otrnits of Gibraltar whose destinati n was unknown.

B.

I.

PS and supplies in
ing through the ’SE

a force .of approxiioately 15O.OOO men had to be reckoned with.
After subtracting all units
units,

operating behind the_  _ _ line, naval Piaintcnance
coastal batteries, anti-aircraft batteries etc. , the enemy strengthat the front at the beginning of 1943 was estliwated at 2 armoured divisions

and 3-4 xnfantry divisions.

The opposing sides v/ere at that time facing each ';ther alona
com-paratively rigid lines.
tried to- secure bases far Ic joy local atta.cks, the Anglo-Anerica.ns frequently
,  , , ^ -offensive operations. These often led
to cboshes and at times even to fierce battles.

irge

_  Towards the middle of January ene:-.iy ground activity in the Tunisian
sector increased. Taking advantage of the weak points in our lines - mainlyon the Italian sectors, the one,'..y in con.jun.ction with French forces tried to
secure the mountain exits to the coast beyond Pont du Fahs, and at the sojic
tiiPe t ' tie down our own f'>rccs there,
in all sectors.

This attempt was h-.jwever frustrated

II. Operations of the 5th Panzer 4rm-Z-

Afd;er the enemy attacks had failed all along the mountain front,
the 5th Panzer iiriy launched on February 26th an attack intended t". sriosh
the eneipy forces near Medjez el Bab and to disrupt the enemy positions
generally. Fighting continued until March 5th and resulted in some
territorial gains lor our troops and in heavy losses of materials for the
eneuy. The xi..,'.erlca-n igrcparations for an offensive were consequently
heuppered, and the beginning of the -'.ffensive itself postponed by several
vveeks. ¥e shoul:! have achieved far greater successes ha.d wea.ther conditions
been better. The heavy rainfalls had turned the ground iut-' mud.

The time thus gained before tho
h,ad to be utilised in concentrated

enerpy major offensive could begin
efforts to bring up more supplies. Our

enm air activity was directed at preventing further reinforceioents from

/reaching
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reaching the enemy and thereby preventing the relative
strength between the enemy and ourselves becoming even more unfavourable
to us. The lAjchrcr therefore issued an order on January l6th stating
that attacks on shipping and naval convoys were to tiave priority over
attacks on enany airfields.

The following ships wore sunk (or so badly dainaged that they
can be presumed to have been sunk) in February 1943t-

31 merchantmen (l89.000 B. E. T. )
2 destroyers
1 cruiser

1 U-boat

The following were daimiged:-

13 merchantmen (60.000 B.R.T.)
1  light cruiser.

Operations of RoromcTs Army.

On the advice of Field iiarshal Rommel, the Fuehrer ordered
that should the necessity arise, the Buerat lirio was to be abandoned,
and a fighting retreat mdc. The Panzer Army v/as to construct defensive
positions between Tunis and Libya from Tripoli to Gabos, with the
liareth and Schott-Gabes Lines as reserve strongpoints.

The withdraw?.! from the Buerat position began during the night
of January 15th~l6th,
consisting of 34 tanks reached Gabes on the afternoon of January ibth.
The rest of Roi.mel's Panzer Amy was withdrawn to  a line running between
T ahouna-Homs.

III.

Advanced formations of the 2lst Panzer Division

On January 19th the offensive launched by the enaay on a broad
front against our positions South of Tahouna was repulsed v/ith heavy
losses by concentrated artillery fire. The enoi.iy however succeeded in
encircling our position after n surprise break through by their *.iotorised
coluirais in the i:iounta:inous country South 'Jest of Tahouna, which we
ourselves had considered extremely difficult to pass. The German forces
were driven back to Tripoli, which v/as finally abandoned during the night
of January 22od-23rd.

The necessary destruction of all installations, especially
those at the harbour and airfields, and the evacuation of supplies from
the tovvn proceeded according to pla.n. It was not till a fev/ -.?eeks later
that it was discovered that the destruction of the hanbour by the Italia-ns
had been far from thorough.

On February 15th the last elements of Roi-r.icl's Panzer Army left
Tripolitania. Army Group Africa now consisted of the 5th Pa.nzer Army and
the 1st Italian Panzer Arriy.

The centre of the fighting now shifted to the sect'r held by
the 1st Italian Panzer Army. At the beginning and middle of February
German units broke through the mountain passes North of Casserine and
Thelepte and achieved certain local improvements in the position.

The enemy concentration v/as thus seriously disturbed, but,
T/as pointed out by Fliegerkorps Tunis on February 24th, the units which
had broken through were, although nuiicrically superior, coi-.posed of
many different elements which had been

nit capable of further offensive action.

as

assemblod in great haste, and were

It was certain that a new attack on the Iia.roth line wculd

soon be launched, and it was therefore decided t^ forestall the enemy by

/an
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an offensive movGraent in the sector mth tanks secretly transferred from
Western Tunisia. This attack v/as begun on llarch 3rd, and two days later our
forces retired once more to the liarcth line.having achieved their aim.

Supplies.IV.

The decisive factor in the supply situation a.t the beginning of
The nuiiiber of transport1943 s the shortage of convoy escort vessels

ships available and the unloading facilities of the Tunisian harbours 'wore
of secondary importance.

The causes of this shorta.gc can still not be ascertained v/ith
The explanation given at.the tine by the Italian Navy

situation was due to the effects of cnCi.iy action and to shortage of
fuel may be regarded as at any rate partly true, i'lnothcr explanation might
be that the Italians were anxious to conserve their Fleet as a bargaining
vreapon at subsequent por.ee negotiations.

absolute ccrta.inty.
that this

Finally the decision v/as taloon to operate fast supply ships
v/ithout escort. This involved a. groat risk, hut one which had to be taken

The Italians ho'cever, insisted on the
This had to ho ca.rriod out by German

if supplies were to be maintained,
greatest possible air protection,
bomber units.

Another measure £’.doptcd T/as to: increase the number of destroyers
carrying troops to 7« This was omt of the total of 35 destroyers available
in the area. The use of destroyers for carrying supplies ?/as not practicable;

space bGlo\7 decks being insignificaht and dock loading possible only
on a very soiall scale.

va sc

Enemy activity v/as steadily increasing. .ii.orial minelaying was
carried out in the approaches to Tunis harbour s’O' rtly before the arrival of
convoys which normally passed through the Sicilian Straits at night. This
lv..d to considerable delaiys and reduco-d the already lii.:itcd tonnage available
by lengthening the turn around tine. The Italians minesweepers v/ere
suitable only for operations in the actual harbour approaches. In rough
weather mine STreeping in the entire Bay of Tunis had'to be abandoned. The
only solution was to use fonmer Geriean minesweepers v^ich had belonged to
the Yugoslav Navy. The Italian Navy repeatedly refused to employ German
nine-detecting equipment y/hich was offered to' then.

xn general, co-operation math the Italian Navy was far from smooth.
Oraers issued by C.-in-G, Southern iirca, to German Units were neither passed
on nor supported by Italian Naval H.Q's in Sicily. No sound reasons were
ever offered for their attitude.

On January 1st the valuable stcaiuship "RuHR" was sunk, vdth the
loss of tanks, li/T vehicles and Giant 'Wurzburg equipment,
heavy losses wore sustained by Ju. 52 aircraft and crews

The supply position v/as further complicated by the v/eigbt of cneny
air attack directed against supply traffic and coramanications installations

ihe air defence forces

On the sane day

in Sicily, ecessary for the protection of these
objectives having boon withdrawn fr'
against our shippin
Difficulties were

n
o  .. tho Sicilian harbours, the enci.iy task

and loading equipment T;as considerably facilitated,
ever increasing. At the end of February coal reserves

sufficient only for 6 days \7ore available in Sicily. A stoppage of rail
traffic duo to lack of coal v/ould have ha.d serious results, particularly on
the shipment of supplies to Tunisia, and the I'talians therefore decicl d to
dispatch supply convoys to Sicily,
from the direct Africa route.

e

For this purpose shipping was withdrawn

In the Sicilian ports, there was a shortage of railway trucks,
tugs and lighters. Grane facilities v/crc also inadequate.

/ In
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In the view of the Italians, the custom of using only single or few
ships-at a time resulted in heavy losses, and in  a decline in serviceability,
due to the non-stop way in which the shipping was employed,
could for the same reason:never be withdrawn for re-training and were,
in the words of Admiral Sansonetti, "inexpeidenced in torpedo firing and in
the handling of machine-guns, ragged, neglected and resembling a band of
pirates".

Naval personnel

Of the total Italian strength of 33 destroyers, only 11 were fit

for action. Enemy air and sea activity against Axis convoys was increasing
daily. Numerous ships were torpedoed in the immediate vicinity of Naples.
The Italian convoy routes were on the whole far too rigid.

On March 8th, 1943^ in view of the steady losses sustained by
Italian shipping Admiral Sansonetti proposed that in the future 3 “ 4 strongly
protected convoys per month should carry supplies to Tunisia,
convoy escort craft and 40 aircraft would be needed as protection,
opinion the practise of using single or few ships at a time could only lead
to further losses.

About 20

In his

The underlying cause of this proposal was most probably the

Having sustained heavy losses in itsegoistical attitude of the Italians,

light naval forces, the Italian Navy was seeking to preserve as far as
possible its remaining escort forces.

In the opinion of German Naval Authorities, the system proposed
by the Italians had numerous disadvantages,
sufficient number of merchant ships of a similar type to form a convoy.
Further, it was a complex matter to assemble shipping from a number of

different ports and there was also the possibility of harbour being congested
with fully loaded shipping should bad weather make it impossible for
the escorts to put to sea,

had had no experience of sailing in convoy.

It was difficult tc gather a

Finally, the masters of many merchant ships

On the orders of Commando Supremo, the Italian Navy continued with

the shipping space available to supply Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, Dalmatia,
Albania, Greece and Rhodes,
protection of these shipping routes,
to be used to carry supplies to Lampedusa, while former French submarines

were to be employed on the route to Africa, but as far as can be ascertained,
no more than 3 of the latter mentioned submarines were-ever in operation
during the entire Tunisian campaign.

Escort vessels were also necessary for the
Serviceable Italian submarines were

Strengths at the beginning of the decisive period.V

1. Axis Strength

German forces in Tunisia totalled 18C,CG0 men, of which
Ariay, 139,CCC, Air Force 35,CGG, Navy,-5,50C.

Italian, troops in Tunisia totalled 11C,G0G men.
between this figure and that of 215,OOC ttn issued by the Italians may
be explained by the fact that the Italian figure lepresents the Establishment

strength. (The Italians often reported Establishment as operational
strength,in order to be able to demand more supplies).

The difference

Aircraft strengths in the Mediterranean

( Enemy; position at 9.1.1943.

A total of 1,750 aircraft in Egypt, Africa and Malta, (7CC
fighters, 6CC bombers, 245 reconnaissaaice aircraft, and about 2GC
transport planes).

2.

/Of
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Of these 1,750 aircraft, 235 were stationed on Malta, (I36 fighters,
60 bombers, I5 torpedo bombers, 20 reconnaissance aircrc^ft) , and 900 in
French North Africa, (5OO fighters, 230 T.E. baibers, 100 4-engined.bombers,
70 transport aircraft),

According to Y service reports, serviceability in January 1943
The figures given represent the nininum enemy

it nay be estimated that at the beginning of the eneny offensive,
s the cneny was receiving continual reinforcements.

was between 30-40^4
strength;
the figures were higher.

(b) Own strength as at 7. 3.1943.

Fighters Dive
T.S, 3.E. Bomb

Ground

Atta.ck
B'xibcrs Eecce. Transport Sea

ers

38Fliegerkorps II
Fliegerkorps X
Fliegerfuehrer 2
Fliegerfuehrer 3
Sardinia

19 49
8 4 10 15

64 20
18 60 13

2 9
10 25

102 20

56 14 47 183 33 34 20 15

Total All aircrai’t 402.

(3) Flak artillery and tank strengths as at February, 1943.

(a) Own strength (Flak)

2882 cm.

2 cm. (vierling)
8.8 cm.

10. 5 cm.

59
138

4

489Total

(b) Ovm strength (artillery)

418 guns (German and Italian)

(c) Eneny artillery, tanks and Men

840 guns
1,700 tanks

225,000 men

(d) Oym strength (tanks)

Approximately 220 Panzers, (Mark III & IV)
16 Tigers

Even whexT read in conjunction vjith supply tonnage figures, the
above figures do not present an absolutely o.GCurate picture of the situation.
For instance, a caaparison of Allied and our 'Own shipping tonnage available
would suggest a greater material inferiority on our scale than was actually
the case, as the i^ax-ricans oJLlovved a higher average tonnage per head than
the Gerraans and Italians.

Further, the Axis strength of 300,000 men as car.ipared with the

225,000 of the Allied can ea.sily give a distprted picture, for whereas
the enemy figure was composed purely of combat troops, the total of our

own forces included Air Force ground personnel, supply service, and

/garrison
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garrison troopsj and also enbraced a.pproxinately 110,000 Italians, whose
fighting value was on the vi/hole snail. An additional consideration

is that a large part of our forces was inraobilised due to shortages cf
vehicles and fuel.

The Role of the ItaliansC.

The conquest of East Africa and the expedition of Spain had

led to the political isolation of Italy. This Italian policy vdth its
considerable political and econonic repercussions, v/as 'not greeted by the
Italian Officers Oorps with the enthusiasn that Mussolini harl expected.

At the outbreak of the present war Gernany v/as prepared to

content herself with a policy of benevolent neutrality frcra Italy.
Mussolini, keeping to his idealistic principles, deraanded and achieved
Italy's entry into the war, despite the total lack of technical and

moral preparation in the Italian Forces, vi^hich had neither the weapons
indispensable in modern v>?arfare, nor officers suited to such a task,
Mussolini desired to taJce part in the v/ar, and attacked Prance a.t the

raaaent when she collapsing under the weight of the German war machine.

But

The development was welccmed by opponents of Fascism in Italy,
who saw in it the possibility of overthrowing the Government vath
outside aid. The course of operations in France, Greece and in East and

North Africa showed clearly that this treachery had been planned a long
time ahead.

Sven the Air Force, Mussolini's ■own favoured creation proved to
The legend of power ’which Italian propaganda had

spread throughout the v/orld wa.s swiftly dispelled by the harsh realities
of conibat during the first few weeks of the African campaign, and in which
the true value of the Italian Air Force became painfully evident.

be a failure.

It was deal’ that the hold of the Fascist Party over the Italian
As anpopulation v/as much wealcer than had been assumed in Gen:iany.

example may be quoted our experience with the Italian population in
Tunisia, where assistance in unloading our shipping proved altogether
inadequate,
duty on November 11th, 1942.

Of a labour force of 20,000 Italians, only 56 reported for

For these reasons, the Italians began, as eairly as the Sumner
of 1942, and later on an increased scale, to sabotage German operations,
and undei” the guise of politeness to refuse and impede C'O-operation
with the Geiwian forces wherever possible.

Espionage was a.lso rife in Italy.
Gauleiter of Catania wrote;

In July 1942, the acting

"One must remember that the Italians are poor and stax-ving and in
many cases suffering from tuberculosis,
breeding ground for anti-fascist propaganda.

Such conditions provide a fertile

"In Sicily, separationist tendencies have revived and are being fed
and supported by English propaganda. "

In the light of Italy's attitude, many of our difficulties
Our convoys were often attacked in thein Africa are explained.

Sicilian Straits by light naval forces which had obviously received precise
information as to our shipping movements.

The role of the Italian Navy v/as also curious. One gains the
impression that the Italian High Command foresaw the loss of North
Africa long before the Germans envisaged such a possibility. The

/Italians
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Italians continued to supply their positions in the Balkans at the expense
of shipping that could better have been used on the iJ'rican route.

■is to the oralc of the Italians, there was a marked lack of
power of decision and readiness for operations. The heavy losses sustained
in recent months had certainly left their oiark. Further, it was evident
that the Italian forces could in no way be roe enured by the same standards
as our own. Orders frao Italian Cenroands were frequently ignored by
troops in the field, or, if followed, subsequently disregarded.

As regards the operation of the Italian Air Force, Field Marshall
Kesselring was forced to remind General Fougier, that the help premised
by the Italians, to the extent of some 60 aircraft,
ports had not been forthcoming.

The Italian Army a.lso was not of the mettle which the propagandists
had made out. On 20th November, 1942, the Geman General (Liason) at
Italian 'Hea,dquarters reported; "There arc at present 7 Amy Commands, 28
Army Corps and 90 divisions of all kinds includin^z 23 garrison divisions.
Of these forces, 8 divisions have been lost in recent actions, and 1
division partly destroyed. Of the remaining 58 C'Xibat divisions, 52 are
on overseas service. /ill these divisions even the best equipped, have
only the fighting value, of a brigade.

in attacking Allied

The Italian divisions operating in Southern Tunisia, (in the
Sousse, Sfaoc and Gales area.s) were composed either of troops still
demoralized by the retreral from Egypt, or of ill”trained reserves nevily
arrived fram Italy.

The i-eplacement of General Cavallero by General Anbrosio on
Januany 31st 1943 was a further symptom of development in Italy. Mussolini
explained to Field Marshall Kosselring that the clnuige was due to internal
political reas-ns. "Cavallcro left, because he himself felt his task to
be completed". In Mussclini's estima.tian, Ambrosio wais a knowledgeable
and clever soldier, fully up to the requirements of the situation.

Kesselring, on the other hand, felt thal in Cavcllero ha.d
departed a n;an who, of all the Italian soldiers that he knevi?, was the only
person capable of leading the Mediterranean cajipaign to a successful conclusion,
/u-ibrosio had no experience of the Mediterranean campaign, and as an Amy
specialist, had little or no knowledge of air and naval malters. Kesselring
believed that without an energetic leader, all further effort in the
Mediterranean would be in vain. On the other hand, so many valuable troops
Vifere still in the jifrican theatre that a solution had to be found.

One of imibrosio's first a.cts was to propose that Field Ma.rshall
Kesselring should be appointed as C.-in'-C. of the Anuy Group in Tunisia.
This extraordinary move arouse-d the suspicion that Yi/ith Cavallero's departure
German influence in Rome had weakened.

political opxjosition in Italy had nov/ came out into the open.
Mussolini's statement on January 3lst, 1942 that, "the Libyan cajmpaign
having nov; only historic interest, the Italians would understand that a
battle for the very existence of Italy was in progress," hardly corresponded
with the realities of the internal political situation. Mussolini was clearly
no longer able to impose his will in the interests of the caiimon war effort.
It is beyond the scope of the present report to judge to what extent
Mussolini's powers were diminished by his illness.

The powers of resistance and the will to fight of both the
Italian Army and the civilian population were indeed by now very slight.
This can be seen by the follovdng extract frosm a re port to C.-in-C. Southern
Area from the Africajo xxmy Group dated 7th .ii.pril, 1943:

"The fighting power of the Italian formations has sunk so low in

/the
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the course of the last fevv* weeks that they can at the present be
employed neither in attack or in defence Tv-ith any hope-of success.
It is therefore requested that no further Italian troops be sent over,
but only Italian ammunition and fuel,"

D. The Final Battle

I  Situation Reports by Field Marshals Kesselring and
Rommel in March 1943.

The large scale Allied offensive which had originally been

expected to take place in February, against the Tunisian bridgehead
was.,considerably delayed by G-erman counter attacks at the end of
February and beginning of l\tarch.
that the full moon period of March would see the beginning of an

all-out attack on the Axis positions,
circumstances that the follovvlng reports were sent by Field/Marshals
Rommel and Kes selring to O.K.Vf. on March 1st and 3rd respectively:-

Nevertheless, it had to be expect

It was in the light of these

ed

(a) Field Marshal RQuiiel reported:
High -GtT.unand to- strike at the eneriy while ho is preparing his
offensive so that this offensive will suffer further delay.

Should, the cnery hov/ever one day succeed in going over to the

offensive along the entire length -f the front, our long and
thinly rnaniied line eal], inevitably be broken in severfxL places,
and our two armies separated."

it is the task of the

'The only way to avert this danger will bo to shorten the
The Tunisianfront by compressing our armies in a smaller space,

bridgehead can only be held for any length of time if our troops are
at all points mustered in sufficient strength to beat off enemy attack
The present front lino of approximately 625 tms. is untenable, and must
be reduced to one of about 150 km, which could run along the present
5th Arm.y line to Djebel Mansour, and from there over the mountains to
Enfidaville. This would necessitate the enemy being driven out of ̂
the Medjea el Bab and Bou ^rada areas ',7cstv;ards over the mountains".

s.

'This shortening of the front would naturally necessitate
of Tunisia, including several airfields*

tablish land communication bete’een

On the other hand, this reduced

the abandonment of a large ar

It would also permit the enemy to es
his armies in the 'west and in the East,

front could pi-obably be held for a long time,whereas the present lino^
only be maintained until the enemy offensive is launched. ^  Should

it then be broken, the 1st Amy will no longer be able to receive

supplies, and both armies will be overcome, one after the other,
reduction of the. front line as here proposed would no longer be possible,
as we should not have the necessary effectives. In view of the present
grave situation, I ask for an immediate decision as to the future plan
of operrtions in Tunisia".

ea

can

A

A somewhat different opinion was expressed on March 3rd by
Field ,|/La.rshal Kesselring,

as regards"The present strength of the African Army Group
numbers, armament, supplies and mobility* is altogether itiadequate to

simultaneous attack launched by therepulse on our present lines a
both flanks with a view to reaching a final decission.enemy on - -

Our
. ■

forces are ’nowever strong enough to delay the launching of the offensive,

it might be considered desirable to withdraw to aFor this reason,
narrower front".

"The abandonment of Southern and Central Tunisia would
hovfever mean leaving numerous airfields in the hands of the enemy, who

/would
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would then be able to eiaploy his nunerical superiority in the air to crush
our troops, cjid nake all io.overaents of supplies to Tunis and Biserta
irapossible.

front and could probably not then be maintained for long in Tunisia.
To shorten the front to a line running approximately fr'Xi Cap Serrat to
Enfidaville would in uy opinion nnlce it impossible to bring up supplies
to the iiocis troops."

Our 'Own Air Force would be deprived of an area on ii-.Tmediate

"Conclusion: to compress both armies in
my opinion be to run the risk of losing the whole of Tunisia,
that the enemy forces can only be checked by mobile operations over a large
area, during which time new reinforcements can be brought up, and the whole
operational area secured against attack."

narrow area would ind.

I maintain

Frxi these two reports the critical position of our acixies is
Subsequent developments in March coid April showed that both

the enemy offensive against the 1st

evident.

Romoel and Kesselring had been right;
Italian Array not only fqrced our troops to retire 'On to a narrow front, but
also resulted in the loss of numerous airfields in Southern Tunisia.
Enemy aerial supremacy becaoe so overwhelming that the collapse 'Of the
bridgehead owing to lack 'Of troops and supplies becaae only a matter -f time.
The task of the German Air Force in supporting defensive operations was in
these circumstances well-nigh unachievable.

Kesselring's theory of mobile warfare could only have been realised
Supplies were the key to theby strong and extremely mobile forces,

situation, end due to the indifferent attitude of the Italians, amounting
virtually to passive resistance, adequate stocks of equipment and fuel
were never avo-ilable.

II Operations of the 1st Italian Panzer Army un to the retreat on
Lnfidaville

Between the 16th and 20th March, the 1st.Italian Panzer ilrr.iy was
On the evening of March l6th, the enemy c^ttacked after an

and

heavily engaged,

artillery barrage had been laid for over 2 hours by sene 25 batteries,
succeeded in brooking through, but v/as later repulsed by a counter attack
by G-en.ian troops.
Mareth line West of the Matnata mountains and in the G-afsa area with the
aim of annihilating the 1st Italian Anoy.
in penetrating on a front of 2 km. to a depth 'Of 1.7 km

relieved on the 23rd by counter attacks launched by the Geraan 10th and 21st
Panzer Divisions which had been held in reserve in the area,

support in these operations was given by the Air Force, both in close support
sorties, end in protecting our troops fra-ii enemy air attack.

On the 20th, a c-oncenti-ated attack was launched on the

j..fter the enemy had succeeded
the situation was• )

Valuable

On March 26th, a further offensive was launched by enemy armoured
forces, which was however checked by the 21st Panzer Division,
was renewed on the 26th in greater strength, and it becaioe necessary to shorten
the front in order to achieve a greater concentration of defensive pov^er.
The Mareth line had to be abandcaied, and positions taken up in the very
favourable but still incompletely fortified Schott line a.t Gabes,

v/ithdrawal of the bulk of the 1st Italian Amy was carried c-Xit according to
plan by March 29th without serious interference from the enemy.

The attack

The

The eneioy was regrouping his forces. The main spearhead of attack

v/as expected to be directed at the r'oad running between Gabes and Cnfsa, and
the necessary adjustments of our ovm troops v/ere carried out.
new line running between Guettar and Akarit could be held depended entirely
on supplies of fuel and ai.imunition.

small quantities of supplies had been able to reach Africa in recent weeks,
so that despite all the measures adopted, it appeared likely that a further
retreat Northvi/ards would be necessary.

How long the

Owing to bad v/eather conditions only

/The
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The position at Akai-it seeraed to be favourable; it could not be
overlooked by the enemy, but our troops had a field of view sevex-al
kilanetres wide over the terrain which the enemy must cross.

On April 6th a decisive attack on our line at Akarit was
launched by the British Sth Army after lengtl^y artillery preparation;
the frjnt held by the Italian Spezia ̂ md Trieste Divisions was
pierced and the all important position of Djebel Rouma.na v/as lost.
Despite counter-attacks by German infantry reserves and tanks, the
Italian 1st Array v/as forced to retreat to a'line running between
Maaasour and Enfidaville.

The maintenance of the bridgehead was nov/ only a natter of
It v/as certain that the enemy would use his aerial superiorittime. y

to inflict heavy losses on our sea and air transport craft and also
■on our fighter and ground attack units. The Fuehrer and the Duce
nevertheless ordered that the defence of Tunis should continue.
This decision was Justified by several considerations; with the
totad. abandonment of Tunisia, strong enemy forces would be freed to

.  carrj/ out the expected landing o^jerations in Italy and Sardinia.
In addition, our hold on the 3icilia.n Straits prevented the enemy from
using the short sea route to India through the Mediterranean and the
Suez Can'-l, and, therefore, tied up an extraordinarily large proportion
of his available shipping tonnage.

.  Ill Operations of the 5th panzer Army.

Siiaultaneously with the offensive in Southern Tunisia,
small seals attacks v/ere launched in Western Tunisia in the MaJenassy
sector. At the end of M£a'’ch the enemy went over to the offensive
along the entire Western Front. Our airmunition supplies v/ere

■ becg'iiing extremely short. ' '

On April 21st a surprise Geriiia-n tank atta-ck was launched
in the 'MedJez El Bab area' on a front of 20 kra. end to a depth of
8 kn. Tills y/as followed by a three day tank battle, in which heavy
losses were sustained by both sides.

The enemy subsequently delivered a series of attacks on
the Yfcstem fr-^nt with the aim of capturing by local concentrations

In the Constal sector.
Our position was

of strength, individual .points of importance,
the enemy v/as driving steadily Eastwards.
Jeopardized by the fact that adequate forces were no longer
available to meet the ene;..w at all points, and it v/as therefore necessary
to retreat.

On Hay 6th, strongly supported by artillery and aircraft,
enemy tanks began to drive Forth Y/est from Kedjez El Bab in the direction
of Tunis and Biserta, and succeeded in reaching liassicault.

The danger of the Army Group being split into two was
now evident; the enemy could deploy his forces to their full
extent in the plain West of Tunis, and no reserves worthy of the
naae v/ere any longer at our sisposal.
of anti-tauf^; ai.'munition and tank fuel was reaching alarming
proportions.

In addition, the shortage

On the next day, our forces were in fact split in two
by a successful eneo-iy break-through South Y/est of Tunis. After
long and bitter fighting, Ferryville was captured, and enemy troops
penetrated into Bise.rta. In the late afterno_;n, street fighting
was talcing iplace in Tunis itself.

An
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In the next few days, the eneny, with his overvi/helining arrnoured
supremacy, and uninterrupted air support, broke through our thinly manned
lines in many places,
guard it was possible to withdraw the bulk of the Anny Group to a. new
defensive line running between Hommanlif and Zaghouan.
destruction of the navaJ batteries at Biserta all naval artillery and
cor.ibat personnel were employed on land fighting.

At the cost .af sacrificing our fighting rear-

After the

On May 9th, eneny tanks broke through in the North East corner
The remnants of the 5th. of the 'Lake of Biserta' and entered Porto Farina..

Panzer Amoy fought until the last round.

IV The End.

In the sector held by the German Africa Korps the eneny
succeeded in. caiituring the heights South of Hammamet.

On May 10th eneny tanlcs broke through our defences at Harxianlif
and advanced through Solinan to Korbus and Gronbalia. On May 11th,
forces in the Bone peninsula were cut off from the main Army Group.

our

On May 12th the Duce announced that the Commander of the 1st Amy
ha.d pemission to seek o.n honourable armistice with the enemy,
of equipment by the few remaining units vi/as continued until the last mament.

Destruction

Axis Air and Sea transport operations■during the campaign.E.

iJ.r OperationsI

On April 4th, powerful air attacks were made on our transport
Our losses v^ere higher than on any previous

14 Ju. 52's were shot down, 10 Ju. 52's v/ere destroyed on the
In addition 1 Me.323 was destroyed on the

aircraft and on their bases,
occasion,

ground, 65 Ju. 52's damaged,
ground, and 2 I..Ie.323's damaged.

On April 19th, a total of 51 Ju.52's was lost,
that the enemy was carrying out systemmatic-. attacks on our Junkers transport
formations aided by preparatory air recormaissance and radar devices.

It Yi/as obvious

As regards sca-transp)Ort, it was necessary for our convoys to sail
partly at night so that we could concentrate our fighters for their
protection during the fevi hours of daylight in vMch they ?/ere at sea..
Fighter protection during the entire day 'was irupossible in view of the
inadequacy of 'jur forces, but viith sea-traffic by day reduced to a minimura
their ta.sk v/as considerably facilitated.

To make up for the increased danger of naval attack run by our
convoys sailing at night, approaching enemy naval forces were to be attacked
by our bombers and light navail units.

On April 24th, a number of fighter units Yvere tranferred to Sicily.
The relative strengths in fighters in the Mediterranean were now as follows;“

345 (^f which 237 serviceable)

89 (of which 72 serviceable)
339 (of which 118 serviceable)

Gerrua.n Fighters ;
Germcn T.E. Fighters
in Western Sicily ;
Italian Fighters ;

Not all the aircraft based on Sardinia and Sicily were suitable for
The above figures do not includeoperations over the Sicilian Straits,

obsolete Italian types.
A
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total of 835 aircraft, including reserves, was therefore available
at this date.

The enemy powers ha,d at their disposal on airfields in Western

Algeria and Souljhern Tunisia 1,080 fighters (including T.S. aircraft) which
could operate over the Sicilian Straits. Of this figure, 36O aircraft were
serviceo-ble.

advantage of being.able to concentrate their forces as and when convenient

and thus obtain local and temporary;' air supremacy.

As the Allies were on the offensive, they had the further

Supv'ly difficulties also proved to be a severe handicap.
Due to eneiiy air attacks on railways and shipping, the Gerrean ixir Forces
in Sicily could only receive tvi?o thirds of the suppdies originally allocated.
(15*576 metric tons instead of 22,900 metric tons).

An appreciable increa.se in the strength a.nd serviceability of our

fighter forces was not possible without on extension of the ground oi-ganisation
and a strengthening of our defences.

For the x^rotection of our supplies Plicgerko.r'po n wa.s ordered to

Our convoysmake offensive operations on the Sicilian Straits its main task,

were to be screened with bombers and fighters so that approaching enemy forces
could at once be atta.cked.

PTaval Opera.t ionsII

Despite the fact that during the Tunisian campaign the entire

situation depended on the supply position, difficulties with the Itclian

Navy continued,
having developed engine trouble, the Italian na.va]. authorities postponed
the sailing of the 4 other ships in the convoy by 24 hours,

■made by the Gerioans failed to persuade the Italians to reverse their
decision.

On JlaTch 24th, for example, one steamer in a convoy

All representations

On March 27th, General Wenninger, Senior Gcman Liason Officer at
CoTiinando Supremo, requested that destroyers should be employed to carry
troops to Africa. The Italian Ad dralty refused to sanction any further
operations by these vessels, in vlen of the heavy losses already sustained.
It was stated that to employ the last rc:maining navaJ units on troop-
carrying operati'ons would be tantaioount to suicide.

Bad vi/eather conditions .-n March 28th resulted in a total stoppage
of all sea. traffic between Italy, Sicily and iifrica. C'Xia.ndo Supremo was
requested by General Wenninger to all'ow single ships to sail to Africa, in
view of the fact thad the situation there Vi/a.s becoming more and more critical.
Once again he was miet with a>. refusal, this time on the grounds that it would
he too difficult to steer shipping through the minefields in such weather.

With the deterioration of the situation in the first days of May
Field Marshall Kesselring ordered all 'ships to put to sea. as soon as
possible, even if only half loaxlsd, in order to bring a.ll availalole supplies
to Tunis with the utmost speed. It was in these circmr-istances that the
Duce despatched the following telegraju to the Feuhrer on May 1st;

I have stated on more than one occasion, if r,i.dequa.te air
forces are not available to counter balajice the overwhelming enemy a-ir
supremacy in the Mediterranean, it will not be possible for a single
ship or aircraft to reach Tunis. This v/ill mean the immediate
loss of the bridgehead, together with all personnel and suppalies,
Even the attempt to use destr'jyers for transport operations v/ill fail.
TO“day, repeated attacks were made on a destroyer force by strong enemy
0.ir formations protected by a cover of betw^een 70 - 120 fighters.
As a result of this adtacl-q 3 destroyers were, sunk, of which two were
laxlen with German troops and one v/ith inunitions. "

"As

/"Fuehre r
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"Fuehrer, a solution to this prolelen is a natter of urgent necessity.'
Even the ener.iy actiits that our troorjs in Tunisia are fighting nagnificently:
but if we fail to send then supplies, their fate is sealed,'"

The evacuation of specialist -and Headquarters personnel ordered
on May 7th could not be achieved. It had been laid down that aircraft and

shipping space should for the purpose of the evacuation being divided
in a ratio of 60;40 betv/een Gernans and Italians.

F. Sunoary

As, soon as it be cane obvious that the originally pla.nned Axis
offensive in North Africa could not be successfully launched owing to the
overwhelning strength of the eneny and the iuany difficulties in the supply
position, the task of our High Cor.inand becane one of gaining all possible
tine so that defensive nea,sures could be taken on the European nainland.
The struggle in Africa tied down large eneny forces, and irevented then
fron carrying out other offensive oioerations in the Mediterranean,
caupaign had p)laced a severe strain on the eneny's shipping at a tine when,
due to our successful subnarinc attLK;ks, the ovcradl shipping problem was
particularly acute.

The

An additional factor was that the eneny air force was delayed in
establishing Mediterranean bases for air attacks on Southern azid South-Eastern
Europe,

These considerations would appear to justify the enploynent
of large Gernan forces in Africa,

had the ItaJians showed .greater willingness and co-operation.
The outcoi.n ni.i.ht have been different

G. Jjeasons for the collapse of the Tunisian bridgehead.

The causes of our failure in Tunisia can be roughly divided into
two nain headings:-

(l) Inadequate supx^lios duc to the disruption of ca:ijuunications
caused by the naval a.nd air supreoiacy of the eneny.

Lack of effort and su^jport by the Italians,

The Italian Navy, which should have assuaued the responsibility
for carrying sup)plies to .\.frica, v/as very sparing in the use of its ships.
The official explanation of this policy was that the Fleet had to be held
in readiness to repell any Allied attack against the Italian Coast,

likely explanation has already been suggested in this report.

(2)

A nore

The Geman Air Force v/as therefore forced to perform numerous tasks,
such as the protection of convoys and a.nti-submarine pati-ols - which should by
rights have been undertaken by the Italians. This pre-occupation  vi/ith purely
defensive meaisures resulted in such Important offensive tasks a.s attacks on

Malta aind on enemy sea and land ccxinunications having to be neglected for vi/ant
of the necessary effectives. The eneivy was thus aJale to assemble his forces

ajid build up/ numerical supremacy in comparative tranquillity, and finally to
use this supremacy to force a decision in his favoui’.

fran the course of operations in Tunisia.

In vast operational theatres of V/zarg whether in Africa or in certain

areas of Southern Russia, it will often be dit’ficult, owing to lack of
troops or of supplies, to build up a coziposite front,
mobile operations are essential and the most suitable forces are motorised

/or

H. Lessons to be learnt

In such cases.
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or tcuik divisions, -which combine great mobility with a Mgh rate of fire
power in at-tack and defence, and demand relatively low nuiiabers of personnel.
Their striking effect can be greatly increased by the employment of ground
attack aircraft working in close liaison with the land forces.

But such forces are only of value as long as their mobility is
The many heavy Tveapons ccirried involve an enormous consumption

Extensive supplies are therefore necessary, which must
usually be carried over vast distajaces;

maintained,

of aimnunition.

and O'ffer great possibilities to
an enemy air force under vi/hose observation and within whose range of action
all supply movements must talce place. By systematic destruction of the
enemy's supplies, it is possible to build up hmnenso numerical superiority
which must inevital^ly influence the final outca.ie of the battle.

The course of the Tunisian campaign has also demonstrated that
air transport alone cannot suffice to raeet the needs of a large land army.
Air trauisport is uneconcmic; it de]aands a higlily developed ground
organisation and strong air escort forces, but can in fact delivery only
relatively small quantities of supplies.

liYlaere the enemy possesses a strong Air Force, f^nd is able to
s-trike simultaneously at the air fleets and at tho'ir bases,
is only possible at the cost of very high losses,
over short distances to car-jr/ supplies to isolated or encircled formations;
at the present stage of techn-ioal development, however, it cannot be
expected to have any outstanding influence on the conduct of operations as
a whole.

air transport
It can best be used
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